Abstract-It is now well established that iterative decoding approaches the performance of Maximum Likelihood Decoding of sparse graph codes, asymptotically in the block length. For a finite length sparse code, iterative decoding fails on specific subgraphs generically termed as trapping sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have received much attention in the past seveml years owing to their exceptional performance under itemtive decoding. A wide spectrum of itemtive decoders of varying complexity have been developed ranging from simple hard-decision algorithms such as Gallager-AlB algorithms to the more sophisticated belief propagation (BP) algorithm. On codes defined with sparse parity-check matrices or their equivalent Tanner gmphs [1] , the BP decoder performs close to the Maximum Likelihood Decoding (MLD) defined as the optimal decoder under the assumption of a cycle-free Tanner gmph. This last assumption stands only for an infinite blocklength code.
For finite length LDPC codes, the presence of unavoidable cycles breaks the BP optimality, and the decoder could converge to fixed points or loopy attmctors which are not codewords, leading to the so called error floor region [2, 3] . It has been observed by many authors that for finite length LDPC codes and especially for small lengths, other decoders than the BP decoder tend to have better performance in the error floor region. This is the case for example of the corrected min-sum decoder [4, 5] . More recently, Planjery et al. have introduced a new class of message passing decoders, called Finite Alphabet Iterative Decoding (FAID) decoders [6] , with the goal of surpassing the BP decoder in the error floor region.
Richardson has introduced the notion of trapping sets in [3] to characterize error floors. A (a, b) trapping set (TS) is a subgraph of the whole Tanner gmph, which represents a small set of a bit nodes whose induced subgmph has b odd degree check nodes. A TS is then a small topological structure which prevents the correction of the a bits when initally in error by an iterative decoder, which will be defined as a decoding failure. The error floor corresponds to the decoding failures induced by low-weight error patterns located on TS.
Tmpping sets can be present in any finite-length code irrespective of how good the decoding threshold obtained by density evolution is and hence, codes optimized for good decoding thresholds can still exhibit high error floors. Characterization of error floors and design of LDPC codes with low error floors has recently been a subject of wide interest [7, 8] . Note that in principle, a TS is defined by a
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978-1-4244-6746-4/10/$26.00 ©201O IEEE particular topological structure, and does not depend on the chosen decoder. As a consequence, a well chosen iterative decoder could in fact not be trapped by a TS, and this is one of the key feature of our appraoch to design good FAID decoders.
In this paper, we present a detailed study of FAID decoders of the (155,64,20) Tanner code [9] , in the case the decoders use messages stored only on 3 quantization bits. The (155,64,20) Tanner code is a particularly nice LDPC code and a good test case for the following reasons. First, the difference between its minimum distance dmin = 20 and its minimum pseudo-distance w;' in � 10 is very large, which means that the error correction difference between standard iterative decoders (Gallager-B, uncorrected min-sum, BP) and MLD is expected to be large, which also means that improving iterative decoders should be easier on this code than on other, larger codes. Another reason is that the (155,64,20) Tanner code is sufficiently small and structured (the code is quasi-cyclic with bloc cyclicity equal to 31) such that brute force simulation can be used to verify some claims.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe in details the concept of FAID decoders, and give 4 decoders using messages only on 3 quantization bits that we will study in details on the Tanner code. In section III, we depict the main sub-structures that we focus on, which are the smallest TS of the Tanner code, and the smallest codewords of weight dmin = 20. We show in particular that there are 3 different topologies for the minimal codewords on the Tanner code, and that two of them contain one and only one minimal TS. In section IV, we explain that looking at the minimal TS in an isolated way is not sufficient to predict the behavior of the itemtive decoder, and propose a simulation based strategy to discriminate between good and bad FAID decoding rules. We present the results of the obtained FAID decoders for the (155,64,20) Tanner code on the binary symmetric channel (BSC).
II. FINITE ALPHABET ITERATIVE DECODERS (FAID)
In the general case of a binary LDPC code C of length N and M constmints, the related Tanner graph contains N bit nodes and M parity-check nodes. We consider only regular LDPC whose bit nodes have degree d", and check nodes have degree dc. The FAID decoding algorithm is an itemtive decoder presented in [6] in which the messages propagated along the edges of the Tanner gmph belong to a finite alphabet M. In the case of N. levels M = {O, ±lk : 1 ::; k ::; L � J} where the sign of lk represents the value of the bit to zero or one, and the magnitude Ilkl represents the reliability of the bit value. The value of the observation from the channel {ydi=O,l, ... ,N-l belongs to the channel output set which is simply Y = {-C, +C} in the case of the BSC. As for all message-passing algorithm, update rules are defined on both bit nodes and check nodes of the Tanner graph. The update rules consist in computing the outgoing messages from the different extrinsic messages entering a node (except the message on the edge for which the output is computed); let �v and �e be the functions representing respectively the rules for the bit nodes and for the check nodes.
In this paper, we consider the check node update function �e to be �e(ml" " ,mdc-l) = (1f sgn(m j) ) . min ( Imjl) ( I ) j=1 JE{1, ... ,dc-l} where sgn(.) denotes the standard signum function. This particular update function �e corresponds to the same update function in the min-sum decoder. For all decoders considered in this paper, � e will be unchanged, such that the variability in the definition of decoders will come only from different choices of bit node rules ��k).
For a regular column-weight dv code the update rule �v on the ith bit node will depend on the incoming messages ml,m 2 , ... ,mdv-l and the channel value Yi. The function �v is in general a non-linear function of the mi's, and can be expressed as:
where W e = n (ml, m 2 , ... , mdv-l) is symmetric non-linear function n : M dv-l -+ {O, I}, and the function Q(.) is a -potentially non uniform -quantization function, defined by a set of thresholds (see [6] for more details).
The function �v follows the symmetry condition:
If the condition (3) is fulfilled, then the decoder is symmetric, and treats zeros and ones in the codeword in the same way. (3). We give in the next section four examples of those functions that will be studied in details on the Tanner code.
A. Decoding rules using 3 quantization bits
A FAID decoder will be said to use k quantization bits when the messages realization set M has cardinality N. = 1M I < 2k. We will use in this paper only decoding rules such that the number of levels Ns is odd, and such that the value m = 0 belongs to M. The value m = 0 corresponds to an erasure message, while the signum of the message indicates the value of the corresponding bit. By convention, we choose negative values to represent a bit equal to 0 and positive values to represent a bit equal to I.
We designed 4 different rules, which are reported on tables V to VIII. The first 3 rules on tables V to VII are defined over an alphabet of N. = 5 levels, while the fourth rule on table VIII is defined with N. = 7 levels. The function outputs corresponding to �v(ml, m 2 ,+C) can be deduced by symmetry. All the 4 rules will use the check node update defined by eq. ( I ) . At each iteration, the decision on each coded bit Ci is made with the following rule: For each rule, we indicated the decoding threshold of the decoder for the regular (dv = 3, de = 5) family, which corresponds to the connectivity of the Tanner code. The decoding threshold corresponds to the maximum value of the channel error probability at such that density evolution converges to the noiseless case [10) . We can see that all these decoders have similar decoding thresholds, and the gap to the Shannon limit QSL = 0.1461 can be explained by the very small number of bits which quantize the messages of the decoder.
III. TOPOLOGIES OF THE (155,64,20) TANNER CODE

A. Trapping Sets Distributions
Let e = (e 1 , e2 ... , en ) be an error pattern at the input to the decoder obtained from the BSe. A trapping set T( e) is a non-empty set of variable nodes that are eventually not corrected by the decoder [3) . A standard notation for a TS is TS(a,b) where a is the number of bits in errors in e and b is the number of odd-degree check nodes in the sub-graph induced by T(e).
This standard notation is however not sufficient to describe in details the topologies which are the supports of the TS. In particular, there could be several different topologies which have the same values a and b. To circumvent this problem, we extend the notation of TS by adding to the first two parameters, an additionnal topological information which allows to distinguish between different structures with the same a and b. We propose the following notation:
where nek represents the number of cycles containing k bit nodes.
Let us focus on the topologies of the Tanner code which are supposed to be dominant in the error floor region of the frame error rate curves, namely the smallest structures in terms of number of bits involved in it. Using expansion of the neighboring tree from each bitnode, it is quite easy to derive an algorithm which detects and counts the small closed topologies, and therefore TS, in a graph.
We have reported on table I the distribution of TS up to a = 7 bits which are present in the Tanner Code. Two examples of those TS are drawn on figure l(a) and figure l(b).
The TS(5,3) is the comer point of the weakness of iterative decoders on the Tanner code. This very small TS makes several iterative decoders fail when the bits in error are located on the 5 bits which compose the TS. More details are given in section IV. Table II : Distance spectrum of the Tanner Code.
• '? The knowledge of the dominant TS could be sufficient to predict the behavior of usual decoders in the error floor region [7, 3] . However, as demonstrated in the next section, when the iterative decoder is more general, which is the case of the FAID decoders studied here, looking at the TS alone is not sufficient. The natural and obvious thing to do is then to look at bigger structures which are also attractor points of the decoders. Instead of considerering larger and larger TS, we propose to study the behavior of the decoders on the closed structures which form the codewords of the Tanner code. The main reason is that the multiplicity of TS with constant b > 1 becomes rapidly cumbersome with increasing a. It is our belief that looking at error events located inside a codeword gives a lot of information about iterative decoding convergence points, although a TS is not necessarily nested in a codeword.
The Hamming distance spectrum of the Tanner code is given on table II. This spectrum has been obtained with the impulse algorithm presented in [11] , and the multiplicities are assumed exact. We will focus on the minimum codewords of weight dmin = 20. Note that those minimal codewords are actually TS(20,0) trapping sets.
By analysis of the topologies of these codewords, we have identified that there are only 3 types of structures for the minimal codewords, which we will denote Type-I, Type-II and Type-III. This means that each and every codeword of weight 20 belongs to one of the automorphism group of the subgraph induced by one of the 3 types of codewords. This is especially interesting since we can restrict the study of the decoders on 3 sub-graphs instead of 1023 sub-graphs. Another observation is that only 2 out of the 3 types contain the minimal TS, i. e. the TS(5,3) trapping set. We have drawn on figure I the structure of Type-I codewords, which contain the TS(5,3) trapping set. For lack of space, we do not represent the other types.
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IV. THE ISSUE OF PREDICTING DECODER BEHAVIOR BASED ON MINIMAL TRAPPING SETS
A. Trapping Sets Critical Numbers
In [7] the concept of critical number has been introduced to characterize the contribution to the error floor of a given trapping set.
Given a TS ( a, b) trapping Set T( e), the critical number m (T( e» is the minimal number of bits received in error inside the trapping set leading to a decoding failure. Although the notion of critical number was originally developed for Gallager-AlB algorithms in [12] , it is still applicable in our current framework of FAID decoders since we are considering decoding over the BSC.
The critical number is then more representative than the TS itself to measure its impact in the error floor region. For example, a TS(7,3) with critical number 4 will have a larger contribution to the error floor than a TS(5,3) with critical number 5. Additionnally, we choose the convention m (T(e» = 00 when all combinations of a errors or less are corrected by the iterative decoder.
In the next section, we show that computing the critical numbers of the TS when the TS are considered in an isolated way could be misleading.
B. Limitations of the Isolation Assumption
In [6] , the concept of isolated structures was defined and used to analyze local decoding behaviors in order to derive good update rules for FAID decoders. In short, the isolation assumption ensures that the decoder updates inside a TS are not corrupted by propagation of messages along external closed path to the TS, and this for a given number of iterations k. In other words, the TS is isolated from the rest of the graph for at least k iterations. This assumption is necessary to interpret correctly the values of the critical numbers and to be able to predict the performance of one iterative decoder in the error floor region based on these critical numbers. Please refer to [6] for a detailed discussion about the advantages of the isolation assumption.
As a consequence, the computation tree of an isolated structure is equivalent if the structure is simulated alone, or if it is simulated when embedded in a global larger graph. Under the isolation assumption, the critical numbers therefore represent exactly the typical error correcting behavior of a decoder on the whole graph of a code. We have computed and indicated on table III the critical numbers of the 4 different FAID decoders, and for all TS present in the Tanner code up to 8 bits.
Without big surprise, the TS (8,2) is the most difficult TS to cope with for all decoders. Note that all 4 FAID decoders have infinite critical number on the 2 smallest TS, the TS(5,3) and the TS(6,4), which seems to indicate that it is possible to derive quantized decoders, even with very few quantization bits, which are not trapped by the TS of usual decoders (Gallager-B, Min-sum).
Those critical numbers are however not predictive at all when the isolation assumption is not fulfilled. We have verified some error correction properties with extensive Monte Carlo simulations on the whole Tanner code. It turns out that although the rule 4>�3) has the exact same statistics as rule 4>� 2 ) and even better statistics than rule 4>�1) in terms of critical numbers, rule 4>�3) fails on 110 five-error patterns when we simulate the rule on the whole Tanner code, while rule 4>�1) and rule 4>F) correct all five-errors patterns in less than 100 iterations. Another contradiction is that the critical number for rule 4>� 2 ) on TS(8,2) is 5, which means that there are five-error patterns such that decoder 4>� 2 ) fails in an isolated way, but successfully corrects the five errors when the TS(8,2) is simulated in the whole Tanner code. As we can see, I Number of bits II Trapping Set Label I rule 01>(1) I rule 01>(2) I rule 01>(3) I rule 01> (4) contradictions in the analysis of the isolated critical numbers are in both positive and negative directions, which makes it difficult to make use in the goal of choosing a good decoder for a particular code.
On figure 2, we com R ared the frame error rate (FER) performance of the FAID rules ��1 and ��3) on the Tanner code. All curves have been plotted with a maximum of 100 iterations, and at least 300 frame errors have been recorded for each simulation points. The difference between the two rules is not large, although the curves start to split apart in the error floor rerion due to the fact that ��1) corrects all five-errors patterns while �v1) does not. As a catastrophic counter-example of using only isolated critical numbers for designing FAID rules, we have also plotted the performance of a FAID rule which have all its critical numbers equal to +00 (labelled as 'Bad Rule' in the figure) . The decoding threshold for this rule is only a* = 0,07778, and then is a lot worse than the tresholds of the rules tabulated at the end of this paper, Of course, brute force simulations on the whole code would give the desired ordering between rules, but at the price of a too large computational burden, The problem of finding the best decoding rules for a specific code cannot be solved with the knowledge of critical numbers alone, and remains an open issue, In this paper, we propose a first approach to partially solve this issue which is still based on Monte Carlo simulations, but on larger structures than the smallest TS.
C. Selection of Rules by Monte-Carlo Simulations on Larger Structures
We propose to make decisions with respect the ordering between FAID rules, by simulations of ne-errors patterns on the sub-graphs induced by the minimal codewords of weight 20, Although we do not claim that simulation on these sub-graphs are strictly predictive, looking at the codeword structures makes sense with respect to the isolation assumption described in the preceding section. As a matter of fact, a codeword is a particular TS(a,O) trapping set, and then is connected to the rest of the graph only by edges which have already even degree inside the TS, More importantly, there is no edge which connects the codeword to the rest of the graph, and which ouputs from a bitnode. From our own observations on TS, the isolation assumption is more often 'broken' when the external paths go through a bitnode than when then go only through check nodes of the TS. It seems that codewords are almost isolated, at least more than other types of TS, A more formal study of the isolation assumption will be reported in a future paper,
We have simulated all 5-errors patterns and all 6-errors patterns on the 3 types of codewords, for a large number of FAID decoders. We report on Table IV the results for the 5-levels decoders of tables V VII, The numbers in the table indicate the number of error patterns which are not corrected by the decoders, and in the case all error events are corrected, we indicate in brackets the maximum number of iterations needed to correct all events. As a first observation, we can see that the 3 types of codewords have completely different behaviors, Type-I codewords seem to be the most problematic ones, and Type-III codewords the easiest to decode, Remember that Type-III codewords do not contain TS(5,3) trapping sets, which could explain why they have the best behaviors with iterative decoding. This is a very interesting differentiation of codewords which have although the same Hamming weight, and therefore cannot be differentiated with MLD,
In terms of ordering of the different rules, those statistics are in better accordance with the simulations on the whole Tanner code than the critical numbers of table III. It is readily seen on these statistics that rule ��3) is worse than rules ��1) and �� 2 ). Since we verified that rule ��3) does not correct all five-error patterns on the Tanner code while ��1) and �� 2 ) do, we can see that the ordering of rules made with simulations on the codewords is somewhat more predictive than the isolated critical numbers, A more important result is that we performed those statistics for all possible 5-levels decoders (there are 28314 possible FAID decoders), and rules ��1) and �� 2 ) have the best overall statistics of all decoders. Since this approach of simulating error patterns on codewords appears to be predictive, we conjecture that we have found the best 5-levels decoders for the (155,64,20) Tanner code, that is decoders ��1) and �� 2 ). The FER curves for these two decoders are very close, and we report on figure   3 only the performance of rule ��1) together with the 7-levels rule �� 4 ). The 7-levels rule �� 4 ) has been obtained with similar techniques as described in details for the 5-levels rules in this paper. However, we do not claim that rule q,� 4 ) is the best 7-levels decoder for the Tanner code. All curves have been simulated with a maximum of 100 decoding iterations on the BSC channel with probability of error a. As we can see, both FAID decoders q,�1) and q,� 4 ) beat the BP decoder in the error floor region, as expected.
V. CONCLUSION
The problem of looking for the best decoder for a particular code is not usual. Most research directions actually fix the iterative decoder, try to characterize its behavior and then propose to add special constraints to the code design such that the code is adapted to the decoder (both asymptotically with density evolution or for finite length cases using topological constraints). Here, we look at the problem the other way around, and by defining a large number of iterative FAID decoders, try to find the best one for a particular code. With the approach presented in this paper, we have obtained as an interesting result the best 5-levels decoder for the (155,64,20) Tanner Code. Also interesting are the error performance results of the proposed 7-levels decoder. Indeed, the curves of q,� 4 ) and the BP decoder cross at FER= IO -3, and then q,� 4 ) becomes better than the BP quite rapidly, although it requires messages stored only on 3 bits, which is by far smaller than the number of bits usually used in hardware implementations of the log-BP or the min-sum decoders (usually a number of 6 quantization bits is adviced). Our approach of FAID decoders could then eventually lead to reduced silicium area in hardware implementations of LD PC decoders. Those good results need to be verified for the AWGN channel and for other codes than the Tanner code.
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